
The Empire Report - Thursday, May 18, 2023 - Race Recap

Race 1 - WANIA made an easy first turn lead, started to edge away to the final turn then seemed to be
trying to pull himself up, was quickly put to a drive by Bartlett and that got his mind back on business,
drawing back off to the wire. AVACAKES got away nicely in the two hole, started to weaken a bit to the
final turn then caught back up as the winner started to get shaky, but weakened once more into the lane,
able to hold 2nd while well behind the winner at the wire. HEADOVERBOOTS AS was caught wide when
a couple left inside of him and had to drop in 4th, went around an empty one on turn three and up into 3rd
to 3/4s, trotting home evenly to the wire for 3rd. CREDARENA got away 5th, moved up into 4th to 3/4s
and trotted steadily to the end, though unable to improve his position. EL MISSION GODDESS broke
before the start, caught the pack to turn two and while never a threat, really wasn't bad considering the
troubled start. BRAVO ROMEO got away 3rd and looked sluggish early on, was really gapping by the half
and seemingly in distress by turn three

Race 2 - WARRAWEE YIMA was stuffed behind HEART OF A TITAN early on, popped out to the final
turn and had to work harder than expected to put away the leader, opened a clear lead into the stretch but
was fortunate that wire came up before FLASHY SWAN could get to him - got the job done in his YR
debut, but he'll need to be sharper to win next time. FLASHY SWAN was under a big hold at the start, was
still sitting 5th on the final turn, finally was cut loose to the top of the lane, gobbling up ground and right
there as they hit the wire - wins easily if asked to trot just a little sooner! HEART OF A TITAN took the
early lead and forced the winner to drop in behind him, had things his own way to the final turn but gave
way to the winner once into the stretch, weakening to 3rd (and fortunate just to hold that spot).
BARCELONA PRINCESS saved ground all the way, was clear into the stretch but had only some mild late
trot. MY BELFAST ANGEL pulled uncovered from 4th off turn three, moved into 3rd to 3/4s but just had
no pop into the stretch. BANGIN IN THE HALL got away 3rd, gapped to the half then just quit heading to
3/4s - total clunker

Race 3 - VALI HANOVER sat patiently in 4th as the leaders battled, came out 2nd over before 3/4s then
tipped wide on the final turn, easily trotting on by the heavily softened leaders into the stretch - landed on a
"can't miss" trip and cashed in! MISSION VOYAGE retook from LINDSEYS PRIDE to the quarter and
elected to leave out heavy favorite when that one came calling on turn two, was forced to fight that one all
the way to the final turn and while he did win THAT battle, it left him with too little for the drive home -
still, a very strong 2nd after the heavy heat! LINDSEYS PRIDE made an easy first turn lead then yielded to
a retake, watched the hot battle from the pocket but just couldn't generate a 2nd move into the stretch, only
able to take home 3rd tonight. MUSCLEDOVER came out from 5th on the final turn, offering some mild
late trot for 4th (just no real pop). ALL CHAMPY was cut loose to the quarter but was left out by
Bongiorno on turn two, was forced to battle all the way to the final turn but understandably had nothing left
at that point (he trotted his 2nd quarter in :27 and change...something rarely if EVER seen here)! CIEL
BLEU struggled at the back and was never able to get in play. IN MY DREAMS was hurt by a gapper to
the half but was never able to get by that one on the back side - just a very tough spot tonight

Race 4 - SOUTHWIND PETYR kept coming until making the top at the quarter, allowed ULTIMAROCA
to reclaim the lead but popped out before 3/4s to test that one, started to do the better work on the final turn
and finally put him away into the stretch, scoring the ultra impressive victory - he's just one of many in the
barn right now that have elevated their games substantially, seemingly never running out of energy no
matter how hard they are used! ULTIMAROCA retook from the winner at the quarter and maintained a
strong pace, was tested by that one by 3/4s and was under full assault into the final turn, fought all he could
but finally gave way to the relentless winner in the stretch, settling for a strong 2nd best. CAVIART
SARGENT backed off quickly to get away in 4th, saved ground all the way and kicked home with good life
for the show spot - continues to race well every week. TUFFENUFTOWEARPINK took off the car tonight
and remained glued to the cones, pacing home steadily for 4th in the lane - not bad at all from an
impossible spot. GREG THE LEG ended up sitting 3rd, came off the cones to 3/4s but quickly struggled,
coming up very flat tonight. TRE CRUZ needlessly came off the cones on turn three, failed to advance at
all and finished well back in his local debut



Race 5 - SHOEMAKER HANOVER left well and found the pocket behind KASHAS BOY, wisely popped
out by turn three and battled with the leader to 3/4s (but couldn't go by), still couldn't quite clear on the
final bend but did finally take over for good into the stretch, holding off a late threat to seal the deal - was
way overbet, but able to deliver the goods! JUDGE KEN was away cleanly (and decently) in 3rd, came out
behind the winner to the top of the lane and had his chance, but came up 2nd best tonight - back to back
sharp tries. KASHAS BOY shot right to the top and put the winner behind him, met up with that rival by
turn three and was able to keep him from going by to 3/4s, continued to fight through the final turn but
finally gave way very grudgingly into the lane, a hard battling 3rd place finisher. WINNERESS slipped out
from 5th on the final turn but had no real pop, finding just enough to rally into 4th.
TURBOCHARGEDPETE found a spot to drop in 4th off turn one, sat all the way and couldn't find a 2nd
move, outkicked late for the 4th slot. WICKED NICK had to back all the way off after being caught in no
man's land off turn one, was never in the hunt after that but looked okay coming through the wire.
CYCLONE MAXIMUS came out from 5th before the half but was sluggish on the rim, unable to ever get
close to being a contender. DARK POOL was off to a horrendous start then broke trying to move to turn
three - just not in a good way right now

Race 6 - DOWN THE PIKE MIKE stepped easily around IN A TINY WAY, had things his own way, kept
the tripsitter locked in the pocket for much of the stretch and that allowed him to pull off the 14-1 upset -
Bartlett gets most of the credit for this one! IN A TINY WAY was content to get away in the two hole,
inexplicably failed to pop out off turn three and that resulted in him being trapped until very late, costing
him the likely victory (he had plenty once free) - the unaggressive steer did him in tonight.
UNEVERGONNAGETHIS floated away to a spot in 4th came out 2nd over to 3/4s then swung wide on the
final turn, didn't fire nearly enough in the lane and could only muster a 3rd place finish - didn't seem at his
best off the bad date. TAP ME BLUE CHIP pulled first over from 3rd on the back side, was still hanging in
well on the final turn, couldn't fully sustain that bid into the lane and was outkicked home by the top trio
(but really wasn't bad). BACKSTREET PLAYER ended up 3rd over to 3/4s, angled into the stretch and
found his best stride a little too late to be a bigger player. ER NO MORE sat the cones and just wasn't a
player this week. HOOFBEATS DE VIE sat in the back and failed to get into the hunt (off the sick scratch).
VELVET STYLE took a shot at blasting from Post 8 but broke trying for the lead on the first turn

Race 7 - 1 1/16th miles: FOREVER FAV went right to the top and seated GENERAL MONTANA N
behind him, grabbed a nice breather to the half then fought off GRADYS LEGACY A to the final turn,
opened a clear lead into the stretch and was a safe winner, even if the margin was shrinking a bit at the end.
ARRHYTHMIC SURGE was able to get away in 3rd, shook free into the stretch and kicked home with
good pace for the place spot. GENERAL MONTANA N left well and was able to drop in behind the
winner, started to weaken a bit in the pocket on the final turn but was able to battle back into the lane, a
solid 3rd place finisher - functioned nicely tonight! THREE IN HEAVEN A saved ground after getting
away in 5th, beating weaker ones to take home a 4th place check. TIN ROOF RAIDER A started to leave
but had to grab up, followed cover to race 2nd over past the stands, had to go wide around stalling cover to
the top of the lane and paced evenly the rest of the way - really not bad considering the trip. VEL MR
NICE GUY had to back off 4th early on, slipped out 3rd over off turn three, stacked 4 deep to the top of the
lane but just never fired tonight. GARDYS LEGACY A got away in 7th and was on the move from turn
two, could never flush cover and had to make a LONG first over bid, battled pretty well to the final turn but
understandably faded soon after that - give him a pass! DARLINGS DRAGON gapped on the rim in the
outer flow, was back to last on the final turn and empty after that - just hasn't been sharp in his YR starts

Race 8 - STORMY KROMER got away in the pocket but was soon sitting 3rd, came out first over off turn
three and trotted by the leader on the final turn, staying strong to the end to win easily - the only real
surprise here was the $15.80 win price! MISSISSIPPI STORM dropped in 4th on turn one then followed
the winner's back side cover, was left first over on the final bend and stalled a bit...but regained momentum
into the stretch and trotted home nicely to be 2nd best. CREDIT CON made the top off turn one then
yielded to turn two, came out behind MISSISSIPPI STORM on the final turn after being shuffled a bit and
trotted home very well for 3rd, not too far off 2nd - sharp at BOTH ends of this mile! HIGHLAND
MOWGLI was very hard used for the top to turn two, got outbrushed by the winner to the final turn and
faded from there, though still a nice job lasting for 4th (after being used so hard early on).
SEVENSHADESOFGREY sat the cones in 7th, was trapped behind an empty one on the final turn, finally



shook free and trotted well late for 5th....the best he could do from that spot. C YOU AGAIN DK came out
from last to 3/4s but never got close. HEY LIVVY throws some clunkers from time to time....and this was
one of them (empty on the cones despite doing no racing). NO MAS DRAMA came out from 6th before
3/4s, but broke to the top of the lane before being able to offer a rally

Race 9 - TACHYON was out from 6th past the stands and picked up very live cover behind P C FREE
WHEELING, was right there at the top of the lane and angled clear, finding his stride and trotting on by for
the 9-1 upset! B NICKING made a couple of early moves to secure the front end, was pressed hard from
before 3/4s by P C FREE WHEELING, was able to finally fend that one off into the stretch but was no
match late for the winner's fresher legs. P C FREE WHEELING was outleft and away in 4th, pulled first
over to the half and had to go on when unable to flush out DREAMONHIGH, trotted up to test the leader to
3/4s and remained a threat through the final turn, remained very game to the end but had to settle for the
show spot tonight - very nice effort! STREET GOSSIP made the top off turn one then yielded to a retake,
was right there all the way and was close to the end....at 35-1! ZIG ZAG sat in 4th and was shuffled back to
the final turn, clear too late into the stretch too have any impact tonight (give him an excuse).
DREAMONHIGH was looped into turn one and had to drop in 3rd, elected NOT to pull and really had no
pop in the lane - was driven like Gingras sensed she wasn't good tonight. PROMISE FOR LIFE ended up
3rd over in the live outer flow but came up empty, squandering what could have been a very good trip!
GREY backed off to last and seemed disinterested at the back

Race 10 - WHAT SHOULD I GOO had a good start and got away in the pocket, popped out to attack on
the final turn and trotted on by the favored leader, staying strong to the wire - caps off another good night
for the Super Siblings! SWEET SOUL DAVID made an easy lead then grabbed an easy half, got tested by
the winner on the final turn and just couldn't sprint home as fast as that one, coming up 2nd best tonight.
OH BOY came off the cones from 4th before 3/4s, took over 3rd into the stretch but wasn't close to the top
pair at the wire. PERRON sat 6th to the final turn, moved out and trotted home nicely to rally for 4th.
HUNTING AS was off to a slow start in 5th, was behind a tiring rival on the final turn then trotted steadily
in the lane after shaking free. TOCCOA FALLS left from Post 8 and found a spot in 3rd, started to tire to
the final turn then weakened even more in the stretch - tough night for our leading trainer! WINDSONG
PIONEER sat last and was never in it. LADY JETER was never close then broke on the final turn


